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Scientists identify first gene 
for insulin-dependent diabetes 
Feminist Peggy Orenstein 
to keynote Olin Conference 
Law Dean Daniel L. Keating, J.D., 
embodies service to others 8 
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BOOkmdkinQ Senior art major Alyssa Naucas from Chicago (left) demonstrates bookmaking 
techniques at the University's Kranzberg Studio for the Illustrated Book to Julia Copeland, a visiting 
high school student from Greensboro, N.C. Copeland was among prospective students attending an 
Art Exploration Weekend Oct. 1-3 to tour the School of Art and meet with faculty and students. 
'American Anthropologist' 
Robert Sussman takes prestigious journal's helm 
focuses inaugural issue on race and racism 
BY CYNTHIA GEORGES 
lobert Sussman, Ph.D., new 
|editor of the journal The 
lerican Anthropologist, is 
still amazed and bothered by the 
absence of an anthro- 
pologist on the 
President's Initiative on 
Race, an advising panel 
that recently reported to 
the White House. 
Launched in June 1997, 
the program addresses 
one of the nation's 
perennial concerns: race 
relations. 
"People seem to have 
forgotten that anthro- 
pologists have been studying race 
for decades," said Sussman, 
professor of anthropology in Arts 
Sussman: Asserts 
anthropologists' role 
and Sciences. "No other field has 
experts on both the cultural and 
biological aspects of race. The 
initiative should have included 
anthropologists able to discuss 
racism and the concept of race in 
America." 
The president's 
oversight, however, gave 
Sussman a clear vision. 
Anthropology has much' 
to say about modern 
problems, as well as 
about those related to 
people and events of the 
past. Why not showcase 
the latest, most provoca- 
tive research on race and 
racism in his inaugural 
issue as the editor-in-chief of the 
American Anthropologist? 
What promises to be a 
landmark issue of the American 
Anthropological Association's 
(AAA) flagship journal will be 
published in November. A 
distinguished group of contribut- 
ing scholars, including guest 
editor Faye Harrison of the 
University of South Carolina, 
defend their positions on topics 
ranging from Afrocentrism to the 
divisions of humans into biologi- 
cal races. The results, Sussman 
said, point to important conclu- 
sions. 
Two Washington University 
faculty members — Alan R. 
Templeton, Ph.D., and Gerald L. 
Early, Ph.D. — are among the 
contributing scholars. A third, 
Linda Sussman, Ph.D., research 
associate in anthropology, teams 
See Sussman, page 5 
New medical chairs 
established, filled 
Four professorships are first of 12 
in program with Children's Hospital 
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS 
Four named professorships, 
supported by a $6 million 
dedicated endowment, are 
being announced as part of a new 
joint program between St. Louis 
Children's Hospital, part of BJC 
Health System, and Washington 
University School of Medicine. 
The goal of the program is to 
solidify an already strong relation- 
ship between the medical school 
and hospital and, through a 
combined effort, establish 12 new 
pediatric professorships at the 
Washington University Medical 
Center by the year 2008. Named 
professorships provide perpetual 
funding to help conduct research, 
support teaching and attract and 
retain the best and brightest 
physician/scientists. 
The four recipients and the 
named professorships they will 
hold are: F. Sessions Cole, M.D., 
the Park J. White, M.D., Professor 
of Pediatrics; James P. Keating, 
M.D., the W McKim O. Marriott, 
M.D., St. Louis Children's Hospital 
Professor of Pediatrics; Jeffrey L. 
Marsh, M.D., the Appoline Blair 
St. Louis Children's Hospital 
Professor of Surgery; and Arnold 
W Strauss, M.D., the Alumni 
Professor of Pediatrics. 
In naming the first four of the 
professorships, Chancellor Mark S. 
Wrighton said, "The greater 
St. Louis community is fortunate 
in having one of America's finest 
hospitals focused on health care 
for our children. Washington 
University is proud to be a partner 
in this effort, and our head of 
pediatrics, Dr. Alan Schwartz, has 
done a superb job in leading our 
department. 
"We are grateful for the 









St. Louis Children's Hospital in 
joining with us to establish new 
professorships to recognize and 
support the work of our distin- 
guished faculty. Appointment to a 
named professorship is the most 
important honor to come to our 
faculty, and these new professor- 
ships will assist in accelerating our 
progress in pediatric care and 
research." 
The St. Louis Children's 
Hospital/Washington University 
School of Medicine Joint Program 
in Pediatric Chairs is the brain- 
child of Alan L. Schwartz, M.D., 
Ph.D., the Harriet B. Spoehrer 
Professor and head of the 
Department of Pediatrics at the 
medical school and pediatrician- 
in-chief at Children's Hospital, 
and Ted W. Frey, president of 
Children's Hospital. They 
developed the program with the 
support of the hospital's Board of 
See Chairs, page 5 
Students, graduate receive Shocklee awards 
Two Washington University 
students and a recent graduate 
have been honored by the 
Interfaith Partnership of Metro- 
politan St. Louis with the group's 
inaugural Monsignor John A. 
Shocklee Award for the Work of 
Social Justice. 
The awards, which recognize 
young people who have demon- 
strated leadership in social justice 
initiatives, were presented to Mara 
Baum, a senior majoring in 
architecture; Amy Finnegan, a 
junior majoring in Spanish and 
political science in Arts and 
Sciences; and David Kralik, who 
received bachelor's degrees in 
math and physics in Arts and 
Sciences in May 1998. 
Describing the awardees as 
"role models who have demon- 
strated their campus leadership 
for social justice through their 
service to the community," the 
partnership said that the students 
were chosen because of: 
• their commitment to social 
justice; 
• their willingness to take risks 
within their community; 
• their willingness to collabo- 
rate across the lines of economic 
class, ethnicity, gender, race and 
religion; and 
• their measurable success in 
helping families and individuals 
facing social justice issues. 
Kralik, a member of the 
Newman Catholic Student Center, 
worked at a local AIDS outreach 
group known as Vincent House. 
Baum, a member of the Hillel 
Jewish Student Center, brought 
together fellow students and 
North St. Louis residents for a 
Dream Catchers program 
designed to break down barriers 
through dialogue, education and 
community service. Baum said 
her commitment to social justice 
results from a "determination to 
challenge our society's preconcep- 
tions and invisible barriers." 
Finnegan, also a member of 
the Newman community, is an 
active volunteer with the 
Campus Y and with Stone Soup, a 
student program that provides 
food for the homeless. She 
described her commitment to 
others as an effort "to get out of 
her comfort zone" and work for 
equal opportunity. 
The Interfaith Partnership is a 
St. Louis organization that brings 
together people of different faiths 
for consensus-building, coopera- 
tion and dialogue among faith 
communities. Shocklee was a 
Catholic priest who for 50 years 
fought for social justice in 
St. Louis. 
James E. McLeod, vice chancel- 
lor for students and dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
presented the awards during the 
organization's annual interfaith 
program and dinner, held in 
September at the Henry VIII Hotel 
in North St. Louis County. 
James E. McLeod was the presenter and junior Amy Finnegan a 
recipient at an event announcing the first Monsignor John A. 
Shocklee awards from the Interfaith Partnership of Metropolitan 
St. Louis in September. 
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Grand Opening From left, students Wendy Katz and Brooke Russ check out an exhibit booth 
staffed by Saint Louis Zoo representatives Jan Grossman and Carol Gronall at the Campus Store's 
"A Salute to Saint Louis" grand opening Sept. 28. The Mallinckrodt Center store celebrated the 
completion of its remodeling and the opening of the new P.C. Servicenter with a ribbon cutting and 
literary reading. The event also featured information booths on local attractions, including the zoo. 
WU senior named to Top Ten College Women 
Chosen from a group of more ' 
than 1,000 outstanding young 
applicants all across America, 
Washington University senior 
Amy Caudy has been selected as 
one of Glamour magazine's Top 
Ten College Women for 1998. 
Caudy was selected for her 
outstanding scholastic and 
personal achievements as well as 
her contributions to her school 
and community. She joins a 
highly diverse group of winners 
ranging from an aspiring astro- 
naut to an economics major 
pursuing a career as a policy 
maker for the World Bank. 
Caudy, a biochemistry major 
with a mathematics minor in Arts 
and Sciences, has set her sights on 
becoming a professor of molecu- 
lar genetics at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. As a 
sophomore, she received the 
prestigious Barry M. Goldwater 
Scholarship for science research 
for a two-and-a-half year project 
identifying the function of a 
regulatory stretch of DNA. In the 
University's Biology Outreach 
Program, she developed an ecology 
workshop for elementary school 
students. 
Elaine A. Alexander, assistant 
biology outreach director, had high 
praise for Caudy. "She came into 
my life as a 1995 pre-freshman 
biology summer scholar and has 
been energizing everything she 
came into contact with ever since," 
Alexander said. "She has volun- 
teered for every conceivable 
responsibility, including teaching 
elementary and middle school 
students, talking to prospective 
WU high school students and 
being a most excellent spokesper- 
son for biology research here on 
campus." 
All of the winners are profiled 
in the magazine's October issue. 
Each applicant submits an 
academic transcript, letters of 
recommendation, a list of school 
and community activities and an 
essay describing her most 
meaningful accomplishments. A 
panel of Glamour editors selects 
the winners after a thorough 
review of the more than 1,000 
applications submitted yearly. 
As a winner, Caudy received 
$1,000, national recognition in 
the magazine and the opportu- 
nity to meet with top women 
professionals in their chosen 
fields. This year, the winners 
gathered in New York City in 
September, meeting with ABC 
News correspondent Farai 
Chideya, author Naomi Wolf 
and many other prominent 
women. 
Glamour has been conducting 
its Top Ten College Women 
competition for more than 40 
years. Junior women interested in 
submitting an application for the 
1999 competition should contact 
the University's financial aid or 
student affairs office. 
News Briefs 
Staying healthy 
What's the nutritional value of 
that lunch you grabbed? Do you 
know your blood pressure and 
cholesterol level? Find out that 
and more at the Health Fair '98, 
taking place from 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. Oct. 23 in the lower level 
of Mallinckrodt Center. 
Sponsored by the Office of 
Human Resources, the Student 
Health and Counseling Service 
and the Student Health Advisory 
Committee, the fair will offer 
information stations on health 
issues, including dental care, 
blood pressure and heart rate, 
eating and mental health 
concerns, HIV/AIDS and the 
nutritional value of campus 
food. There is a minimal fee for 
some services, including 
cholesterol evaluations and flu 
shots. The first 400 faculty, staff 
or students with University 
identification will receive free flu 
shots. 
For more information, 
students may call the Student 
Health and Counseling Service 
and faculty and staff may call 
the human resources office. 
Family leave 
Washington University, in 
compliance with the federal 
Family and Medical Leave Act of 
1993, provides eligible employees 
up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job- 
protected leave for certain family 
and medical reasons. Employees 
may take unpaid leave to care for 
Campus quiz: These iron hands mark the passing of time from 
which Hilltop building? (Answer below.) 
their children after birth or 
placement for adoption or foster 
care; to care for spouses, sons, 
daughters or parents with serious 
health conditions; or because of 
their own serious health conditions 
rendering them unable to do their 
jobs. To be eligible, employees must 
have worked for the University for 
at least one year, including at least 
1,250 hours during the previous 12 
months. (From the Hilltop Campus 
"Summary of Policies and Proce- 
dures" staff handbook.) 
College enrollment 
The U S. Department of Labor's 
Monthly Labor Review reports that 
substantially more women are 
enrolling in college than men: Of 
1997 high school graduates, 70.3 
percent of the women went on to 
college, as compared to 63.5 
percent of the men. 
Did you know? 
The ornate gated entrance to 
Francis Field marks the site 
where the first Olympian Games 
held in the Western Hemisphere 
took place in 1904. Only the 
third Olympics of modern times, 
the games were held on the field 
and in the adjacent gymnasium. 
The World's Fair shared the 
attention on campus that year; 
Brookings Hall was the fair's 
headquarters, and Ridgley 
housed an exhibition of Queen 
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee gifts. 
Answer: This timepiece faces 
west across Brookings Quad- 
rangle from the center archway. 
"News Briefs" includes short items on a wide range of 
subjects, typically information about resources, 
benefits and opportunities available to faculty and 
staff. Readers are invited to submit briefs, which will 
be used as space permits, to Betsy Rogers, Campus 
Box 1070, or by e-mail, Betsy_Rogers@aismail. 
wustJ.edu. 
Oct. 16 symposium to honor 
physicist Edwin T. Jaynes 
A symposium in memory of the 
late Edwin T. Jaynes, Ph.D., 
who was a professor of physics at 
Washington University for 32 years 
and an international leader in the 
fields of statistical physics and 
probability theory, will be held 
from 9 a.m. until noon and from 
2 until 5:30 p.m. Oct. 16 in Room 
201, Crow Hall. 
More than 30 former col- 
leagues, students and friends from 
around the country will be among 
those participating in the diverse 
program aimed at reflecting the 
immense scope of Jaynes' interests 
and contributions. 
Jaynes, who joined the Univer- 
sity faculty in 1960, was named the 
Wayman Crow Professor of physics 
in 1975 and retired in 1992. He died 
April 30. His research areas 
included classical electromagnetic 
theory, quantum theory, quantum 
optics, cavity quantum electrody- 
namics, condensed matter physics, 
acoustics, the physics of music, 
statistical mechanics, information 
theory, probability theory and 
economics. 
"The impact of his pioneering 
insights in these areas continues to 
grow as we enter a new century 
and a new millennium," said John 
W. Clark, Ph.D., professor of 
physics in Arts and Sciences. "His 
book on the foundations of 
probability theory (still to be 
published by Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press) already is being received 
as a scientific masterpiece. In the 
book, 'Probability Theory: The 
Logic of Science,' Ed has, as no one 
before, clarified the nature and the 
limitations of the tools we have for 
reasoning and drawing inferences 
in presence of uncertainty. 
"In one short day it will be 
impossible to do justice to all the 
dimensions of Ed Jaynes' vast ■ 
interests, accomplishments and 
associations," continued Clark, 
who is coordinating the sympo- 
sium. "However, the symposium 
will aspire to capture, in a mix of 
good science and fond remem- 
brances, something of the 
freshness, intellectual excitement 
and iconoclastic delight that we all 
felt when we were in Ed's good 
company." 
For more information on the 
symposium, which is free and 
open to the public, call Clark at 
935-6208 or Julia Hamilton at 
935-6250. 
From tragedy comes good: 
research into violence aided 
Richard VanDorn, a second- 
year master's student at the 
George Warren Brown School of 
Social Work, has received the first 
dissertation research grant 
awarded by the non-profit 
institute established in honor of 
Melissa Aptman, a Washington 
University student murdered in 
St. Louis just weeks before her 
scheduled graduation in 1995. 
The grant supports VanDorn's 
research into factors contributing 
to adolescent violence, a project 
he began this summer. VanDorn's 
receipt of the grant is noteworthy, 
faculty advisers said, because his 
research proposal was selected 
under a grant program designed 
to provide support for doctoral 
students doing dissertation work. 
He received the $1,000 
research award from The Melissa 
Institute for Violence Prevention 
and Treatment, which was 
established by Aptman's family 
and friends to help victims of 
violence and to reduce violence 
by bridging the gap between 
scientific knowledge and public 
policy, between research and 
direct application. 
The social work school provided 
$1,000 in matching funds for 
VanDorn's research project, a 
partnership model the institute 
would like to extend to other 
schools at the University. Although 
the dissertation grant program is 
open to doctoral students nation- 
wide, the institute will provide at 
least one of the annual awards to a 
Washington University student. Its 
second such grant was awarded to 
Sharon Geary, a doctoral student in 
psychology at Boston University. 
VanDorn's research tracks the 
experiences of young teens who 
enter the juvenile justice system for 
non-violent crimes and seeks to 
determine why some of these 
youths avoid future problems, 
while others commit increasingly 
violent crimes. 
VanDorn comes to GWB with 
several years' experience working 
with juvenile offenders at a 
community mental health center in 
the state of Washington. His work 
will be guided by James Herbert 
Williams, Ph.D., an assistant 
professor of social work who 
specializes in issues of juvenile 
delinquency. 
Gates address can be seen at seven sites 
Tickets for the students-only 
"Careers for the Next Millen- 
nium" event with Microsoft 
chairman and CEO Bill Gates were 
distributed Monday, Oct. 5. 
For WU students unable to 
acquire a ticket to the Field House 
event, as well as faculty, staff, 
alumni and guests, the Gates talk 
will be broadcast to seven closed- 
circuit TV sites on campus, 
beginning at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Oct. 13. Seating will be offered on 
a first-come, first-served basis. 
The sites are Graham Chapel, 
Room 215 Rebstock Hall, Room 
112 Wilson Hall, Room 458 
Louderman Hall, Room 201 Crow 
Hall, the Anheuser-Busch Hall 
Moot Courtroom and Moore 
Auditorium, 660 S. Euclid Ave. 
Doors open at 4 p.m. 
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Medical School Update 
Researchers identify gene for i ■dependent diabetes 
Discovery might affect treatment 
of the disease's more common forms 
By JIM DRYDEN 
Reporting in the Oct. 1 issue 
of the journal Nature 
Genetics, School of Medi- 
cine investigators and their 
Japanese colleagues say they have 
identified the first gene known to 
cause a form of insulin-dependent 
diabetes in children. 
Studying blood samples from 
six families affected by the 
disorder, the investigators found 
that mutations in a gene on 
chromosome 









i   dependent 
researcher d!abetes and 
vision 
problems, with eventual blind- 
ness. The syndrome also can 
include diabetes insipidus — a 
pituitary gland disorder associ- 
ated with intense thirst and the 
need to excrete large amounts of 
urine. Some people with Wolfram 
Syndrome also lose their hearing. 
The disorder is caused by 
mutations in a single gene called 
WFS1, the researchers found. 
Identification of that gene could 
provide important information 
about several disorders, but the 
investigators are particularly 
excited about how it might affect 
the understanding and treatment 
of the more common forms of 
diabetes, which affect more than 
20 million people in the United 
States. 
"We know that mutations in 
several genes predispose a person 
to diabetes, but unlike this one, 
they do not cause the disease," 
said senior investigator M. Alan 
Permutt, M.D., professor of 
medicine. "If you have a mutation 
in this Wolfram gene, you get 
diabetes. So I believe this is the 
first gene that, when mutated, 
clearly leads to insulin-dependent 
diabetes." 
Wolfram Syndrome is a rare 
form of insulin-dependent 
diabetes that strikes children at 
about age 6. By age 8 or 10, the 
children also develop visual 
impairment and subsequently go 
blind. Most suffer from progres- 
sive neurodegeneration and die in 
their 30s. 
Since Wolfram Syndrome was 
identified more than 60 years ago, 
researchers had suspected that it 
was inherited. Often, parents of 
affected children are related to one 
another, and though the parents 
do not have the disease, several of 
their children may. The disorder 
affects about one in 100,000 
individuals. 

















inbred and had 
multiple children with Wolfram 
Syndrome. 
The paper's lead author, 
Hiroshi Inoue, M.D., is a professor 
of internal medicine at Yamaguchi 
University School of Medicine in 
Japan. While Inoue's colleague, 
Yukio Tanazawa, M.D., was doing 
postdoctoral work in Permutt's lab 
in 1993, he arranged for physicians 
in Japan to travel to the areas 
where the families lived, draw 
blood samples and send those 
y      — 
"If you have a mutation 
in this Wolfram gene, 
you get diabetes. So I 
believe this is the first 
gene that, when mutated, 
clearly leads to insulin- 
dependent diabetes." 
M. ALAN PERMUTT 
samples to St. Louis for DNA 
analysis. Five years later, those 
samples, along with others from 
families in the United States, 
Australia and Saudi Arabia, 
helped Inoue and the team isolate 
the gene WFSL 
Although the disorder is rare, 
Permutt believes the discovery of 
the WFS1 gene may have impor- 
tant therageutic implications. 
Mutations in this one gene cause 
insulin-secreting cells in the 
pancreas to die prematurely. 
Therefore, Permutt believes the 
protein expressed by the gene may 
play a role in more common 
forms of diabetes. 
The protein also appears 
important to nerve cells. Permutt 
and colleagues found that the 
WFS1 gene is expressed at the 
highest levels in the pancreatic 
islets, brain and heart. 
Mutations in the gene altered 
the structure of the protein in 
some of the affected families, but 
in other cases, affected children 
had mutations that prevented the 
gene from 
encoding the 




the protein has 




that defects in 
the gene trigger 
programmed cell 
death in islets 
and neurons. 
This process 
normally removes surplus or 
defective cells. The intact WFS1 
protein therefore may be essential 
for islet and neuronal cell life, 
preventing these cells from 
succumbing to programmed cell 
death. 
"Some of these molecules keep 
the cell alive, and when they are 
mutated, the cell dies. On the 
other hand, some molecules, 
when activated, actually induce 
the death of cells," he said. "Our 
Jon Wasson, a research technologist in Permutt's laboratory, 
studies the bands on X-ray film that indicate a mutation in the 
diseased Wolfram gene. 
current working hypothesis is that 
this particular protein is part of a 
pathway necessary for survival of 
the islets, and what is so interest- 
ing is that it's not related to any 
already discovered proteins. We 
think it may represent a new 
family of proteins involved in the 
survival of cells." 
Permutt intends to create an 
animal model of Wolfram 
Syndrome. Because the gene also 
is found in mice, the researchers 
will try to eliminate or mutate it 
in order to study how loss of the 
protein affects islets and neurons. 
This animal model may be useful 
for testing new therapies as well. 
Gaining a better understanding 
of how the WFS1 protein 
contributes to the survival or 
death of those cells might give 
researchers clues about how to 
treat not only Wolfram Syndrome 
but also other forms of insulin- 
dependent diabetes. But even if 
the discovery of this particular 
gene does not lead to therapies, it 
could provide some clues about 
the genetic roots of other types of 
diabetes. 
Permutt credits progress in the 
Human Genome Project for the 
discovery. "These experiments 
simply could not have been done 
10 years ago," he said. "We are 
really benefiting from the genome 
science that is ongoing today. 
Genome scientists created the 
markers that allowed us to isolate 
this gene, and the same is true for 
most genes that are being 
discovered today."  
RideShare Week offers host of activities 
The Washington University 
Medical Center Transporta- 
tion Management Association 
(TMA) is sponsoring RideShare 
Week from Monday, Oct. 12, 
through Friday, Oct. 16, and is 
hosting a variety of activities. 
Some of these include a 
Bicycle Fair from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 13, in the 
Clinical Sciences Research 
Building link; a Ted Drewes 
treat for all registered carpoolers 
and vanpoolers; and, for those 
who pledge to rideshare, a raffle 
drawing for weekend getaways, a 
bicycle and movie passes. 
Ridesharing includes all 
alternatives to driving alone, 
such as carpooling, 
vanpooling, taking the bus or 
MetroLink, telecommuting, 
bicycling and walking. 
Ridesharing once a week 
can save you up to $600 a year 
on gas, insurance, parking fees 
and wear and tear on your car, 
said Susan Drier, TMA 
coordinator. "And making it a 
habit can save you $3,000 a 
year," she added. 
For more information, call 
747-0706 or e-mail rideshare@ 
facilities.wustl.edu. 
Evens chosen president of radiology group 
Sequencing center hosts conference 
Ronald G. Evens, M.D., the 
Elizabeth Mallinckrodt 
Professor and head of the 
School of Medicine's 
Mallinckrodt Institute of 
Radiology, is the new 
president of the Ameri- 
can College of Radiology 
(ACR). Evens was 
installed as president 
during a ceremony at the 
ACR's annual meeting in 
Pittsburgh in September. 
Before becoming 
president, Evens served 
as chairman of the Board 
of Chancellors for the 
ACR, a major national 
medical association with more 
than 31,000 members. The 
association is dedicated to 
Evens: Renowned 
radiologist 
advancing the science of 
radiology, improving radiologi- 
cal services to patients and 
promoting the enhancement of 
medical training for radiologists 
and other health 
professionals. 
Evens also serves as 
radiologist-in-chief at 
Barnes-Jewish and 
St. Louis Children's 
hospitals and as an 
adjunct professor of 
medical economics at 
the medical school. 
He is internationally 
known for his exper- 
tise in diagnostic 
radiology and is past president 
of the American Roentgen Ray 
Society, the Association of 
University Radiologists and the 
Missouri Radiological Society. 
In addition, Evens has been a 
consultant for the National 
Science Foundation's annual 
reports to the president, and he 
has consulted for other health 
agencies. He is the author or 
co-author of more than 200 
scientific articles and holds 
editorial positions at Radiology, 
the American Journal of 
Roentgenology and the Journal 
of the American Medical 
Association. 
Evens has received numerous 
awards, including the Gold 
Medal awards from the Associa- 
tion of University Radiologists 
in 1996 and the American 
Roentgen Ray Society in 1997. 
The School of Medicine's 
Genome Sequencing Center 
is hosting the Fifth International 
Conference on Automation in 
Mapping and DNA Sequencing 
Wednesday, Oct. 7, through 
Saturday, Oct. 10, in the Eric P. 
Newman Center. At 6 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 9, there will be a 
banquet at St. Louis' City 
Museum. At 9 p.m., James D. 
Watson, Ph.D., president of Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratory arid 
co-discoverer of the genetic code, 
will speak about the future of 
genome sequencing. 
The conference is attracting 
leaders in the Human Genome 
Project, which aims to decipher 
the DNA blueprints of humans 
and several experimental 
organisms. About 200 research- 
ers from the United States, the 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Italy, Russia and 
Australia will attend. 
"The purpose is to keep up to 
date with the most recent 
developments in automation, 
which have been crucial for 
increasing throughput and 
decreasing the cost of DNA 
sequencing," said Richard K. 
Wilson, Ph.D., associate profes- 
sor of genetics and 
co-director of the Genome 
Sequencing Center. Wilson is 
co-chairing the conference with 
Jane Rogers, Ph.D., of the Sanger 
Centre in Cambridge, England. 
Binder to study hip fracture recovery in older adults 
Ellen F. Binder, M.D., assistant 
professor of medicine in the 
Division of Geriatrics and 
Gerontology, has received a five- 
year $1.2 million grant from the 
National Institutes of Health to 
study the recovery of older 
adults after a hip fracture. 
Binder says more than 
200,000 older adults fracture 
hips every year. "Up to 80 
percent of patients do not have a 
complete recovery after a hip 
fracture," she said. "Many 
patients remain at high risk for a 
recurrent fracture even after a 
course of physical therapy, and 
some sustain permanent loss of 
independence." 
Binder's group will develop 
and test an intensive exercise and 
rehabilitation program to 
determine whether it can prevent 
or minimize disability after a hip 
fracture. 
"For most hip-fracture 
patients, physical therapy is 
discontinued when the person is 
able to walk independently," 
Binder said. "But being able to 
walk across a room doesn't mean 
that the person can perform 
necessary life functions or return 
to social or recreational activities." 
In a pilot study, Binder found 
the intervention to be effective at 
improving mobility and perfor- 
mance of everyday activities, as 
well as improving bone and 
muscle strength. 
The researchers will study 
participants who are 65 years and 
older, have sustained a hip 
fracture within the past four 
months and have completed their 
standard physical therapy. For 
more information, call Mary Dee 
Denning at 286-2712. 
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University Events 
Afro-Caribbean dance • Homecoming • Liederabend • Jaynes Symposium 
Exhibitions 
"Early Modern European and American 
Art." Through Oct. 25. Upper Gallery 2, 
Gallery of Art. 935-4523. 
"Magnificent Rome: A 16th-century View." 
Through Oct. 25. Lower Gallery 1, Gallery 
of Art. 935-4523. 
"19th-century American Art." Through 
Dec. 13. Lower galleries 3 and 4, Gallery of 
Art. 935-4523. 
"The Realist Vision: 19th-century European 
Art." Through Oct. 25. Lower Gallery 2, 
Gallery of Art. 935-4523. 
Films 
Friday, Oct. 9 
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series. 
"Shawshank Redemption." (Also Oct. 10, 
same times, and Oct. 11,7 p.m.) Cost: $3 
first visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room 100 
Brown Hall. 935-5983. 
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series. 
"Highlander." (Also Oct. 10, same time, 
and Oct. 11, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit; 
$2 subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown 
Hall. 935-5983. 
Tuesday, Oct. 13 
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Foreign and 
Classic Series. "Time Machine." (Also Oct. 
14, same times.) Cost: $3 first visit; $2 
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall. 
935-5983. 
Wednesday, Oct. 14 
6 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Farewell, 
My Concubine." Room 219 Ridgley Hall. 
935-5156. 
Lectures 
Thursday, Oct. 8 
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Genetic * 
Approaches to Studying JL 
Virulence in Yersinia ^sAu 
Entrocolitica." Virginia L. Miller, I 
assoc. prof, of pediatrics 
and of molecular microbiology., 
Room 823 McDonnell Medical 
Sciences Bldg. 362-7076. 
Noon. Vision Science Seminar Series. 
"Optic Nerve Head Astrocytes: What Is 
Their Role in Glaucomatous Optic 
Neuropathy?" M. Rosario Hernandez, 
assoc. prof, of ophthalmology and visual 
sciences and of anatomy and neurobiology. 
Schwarz Aud., first floor, Maternity Bldg. 
362-3740. 
4 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies 
Colloquium Series. "The East Asian 
Diaspora in the New World." Roger 
Daniels, the Charles Phelps Taft Professor 
of History, U. of Cincinnati. Room 30 
January Hall. 935-4448. 
4 p.m. Women's Studies program and 
Asian and Near Eastern languages and 
literatures lecture. "Feminism in Israel." 
Hannah Safran, coordinator, women's 
studies, Haifa U., Israel. Room 211 Busch 
Hall. 935-5102. 
4:15 p.m. Philosophy lecture. "Pornogra- 
phies." Leslie Green, assoc. prof, and chair 
of philosophy, York U., Toronto. Room 100 
Busch Hall. 863-9184. 
Friday, Oct. 9 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. 
"Bringing Evidence to Patient Care: Is the 
Internet Helping Yet?" Barry P. Markovitz, 
asst. prof, of anesthesiology and of 
pediatrics. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's 
Place. 454-6006. 
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar. 
"The Evolutionary Origins and Molecular 
Basis of Cellular Differentiation in Volvox." 
David L. Kirk, prof, of biology. Room 426 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
747-4233. 
4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology seminar. 
"Eye Movements as a Probe of Central 
Processing: The Role of the Cerebellum in 
Stabilizing Vision." Lawrence H. Snyder, 
asst. prof, of anatomy and neurobiology. 
Room 928 McDonnell Medical Sciences 
Bldg. 362-6973. 
4 p.m. Hematology seminar. "Yeast as a 
Genetic Tool to Study the Tumor 
Suppressor Protein p53." Rainer K. 
Brachmann, asst. prof, of medicine. Room 
8841 Clinical Sciences Research Bldg. 
362-8800. 
Saturday, Oct. 10 
9 a.m. Neural science seminar. "Presynap- 
tic Mechanisms in Neurotransmission and 
Plasticity: Some Approaches and Unifying 
Principles." Stanley Misler, assoc. prof, of 
medicine and of cell biology and 
physiology. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 
362-3362. 
Monday, Oct. 12 
Noon-1 p.m. Molecular biology and 
pharmacology seminar. "The Sulfated 
Oligosaccharides on Lutropin Play an 
Essential Role During Reproduction." 
Jacques U. Baenziger, prof, of pathology 
and of cell biology and physiology. The 
Philip Needleman Library, Room 3907 
South Bldg. 362-2725. 
Noon-1 p.m. Work, Families and Public 
Policy Brown-Bag Seminar Series. 
"Exceptional Contributions to R & D in the 
U.S.: Native vs. Foreign-born Scientists and 
Engineers." Sharon Levin, UMSL. Room 
300 Eliot Hall. 935-6691 or 935-4918. 
5:30 p.m. Mallinckrodt Institute of 
Radiology lecture. Twenty-seventh annual 
Wendell G. Scott Memorial Lecture. 
"Contrast Agents in Imaging: Current 
Status and Future Projects." Michael J. 
Welch, prof, of radiology and of molecular 
biology and pharmacology. Scarpellino 
Aud., first floor, Mallinckrodt Institute of 
Radiology. 362-2866. 
Tuesday, Oct. 13 
Noon. Condensed matter sciences seminar. 
"Highly Oriented Anisotropic Solids: C, BN 
and C+BN." Arthur W. Moore, Advanced 
Ceramics Corp., Lakewood, Ohio. Room 
241 Compton Hall. 935-6276. 
12:10-12:55 p.m. Physical therapy research 
seminar. "Effects of In Vivo Loading on 
Mechanical Properties of Healing Flexor 
Tendons and Bone Metabolism and 
Mechanical Properties." Matthew J. Silva, 
instructor in orthopedic surgery. Classroom 
C, lower level, 4444 Forest Park Blvd. 
286-1400. 
Wednesday, Oct. 14 
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds. 
"Splitting the Sick Brain: The Significance 
of Heterogeneity in Acute Neural Injury." 
David K. Menon, din, neurointensive care, 
Addenbrooke Hospital, Cambridge U. Wohl 
Aud., 4960 Children's Place. 362-6978. 
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand 
Rounds. "Breast Feeding: Scientific 
Evidence Behind Its Advocacy." Jody Y. Lin, 
administrative chief resident. Clopton Aud., 
4950 Children's Place. 362-1016. 
11 a.m. Assembly Series lecture. Olin 
Conference keynote address: "Girl or 
Woman? The Status of Female Adoles- 
cents." Peggy Orenstein, journalist and 
author. Graham Chapel. 935-5285. 
3:45 p.m. Physics colloquium. "Complex 
Hamiltonians." Carl M. Bender, prof, of 
physics. Room 204 Crow Hall. 935-6276. 
Thursday, Oct. 15 
8:10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Office of Continuing 
Medical Education symposium. Twenty- 
fourth annual symposium on obstetrics and 
gynecology. (Continues Oct. 16.) Eric P. 
Music faculty recital features works 
of Russian and Spanish composers 
Three members of the Depart- 
ment of Music in Arts and 
Sciences will present a joint 
faculty recital at 8 p.m. Oct. 20 in 
Steinberg Auditorium. 
The evening will consist of two 
sets. The first features soprano 
Christine Armistead, instructor in 
voice, performing songs by 20th- 
century Russian and Spanish 
composers, accompanied by Hugh 
Macdonald, Ph.D., chair of the 
Department of Music. 
The second set features 
Annette Burkhart, instructor in 
piano, performing sonatas by 
Domenico Scarlatti and Franz 
Joseph Haydn. Burkhart also will 
perform a group of "Songs 
Without Words" by Felix 
Mendelssohn, as well as works by 
his sister, Fanny Mendelssohn, 
whose compositions currently are 
enjoying a renewed critical 
interest. 
The concert is free and open to 
the public. For more information, 
call 935-4841. 
Feminist writer Peggy Orenstein 
keynoting Olin Conference Oct. 14 
Peggy Orenstein, author of 
"Schoolgirls: Young 
Women, Self-Esteem and 
the Confidence Gap," will 
deliver the annual Olin 
Conference keynote address at 
11 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 14, in 
Graham Chapel as part of the 
Assembly Series. 
The theme of this year's Olin 
Conference is "Girl or Woman? 
The Status of Female Adoles- 
cents." Orenstein's keynote 
lecture is free and open to the 
public. Following the lecture, 
there will be a panel and group 
discussion on the subject of 
female adolescence from 2 to 
4 p.m. in the Women's 
Building Lounge, with 
a reception afterward. 
Orenstein has 
worked extensively in 
journalism as both a 
writer and an editor, 
focusing on women's 
issues. Her book 
"Schoolgirls: Young 
Women, Self-Esteem 
and the Confidence 
Gap" is an in-depth 
portrait of teenage girls in two 
disparate communities and was 
named a 1994 "Notable Book of 
the Year" by The New York 




Who Peggy Orenstein 
Where Graham Chapel; discussion to 
follow in Women's Building Lounge 
When 11 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 14 
Admission Free and open to the 
public 
for a wide variety of publications 
including The New York Times, 
the Los Angeles Times, Elle, 
Mother Jones, Glamour, The New 
Yorker, Mademoiselle and Vogue. 
Her writing topics have included 
female adolescence, 
breast cancer, abortion, 
female sexuality and 
education. She served as 
managing editor for the 
political magazine 
Mother Jones from 1988 
to 1991, senior editor of 
7 Days magazine from 
1987 to 1988, senior 
editor of Manhattan, 
inc. from 1986 to 1987 
and assistant editor of 
Esquire from 1983 to 1986. She is 
currently at work on a new book 
to be titled "Pressure Points: 
Decisive Choices in a Woman's 
Life." 
In 1996, Orenstein was the 
National Women's Political 
Caucus honoree for her contribu- 
tions to literature and politics. 
Her awards include the Com- 
monwealth Club of California 
award for excellence in non- 
fiction writing in 1994 and the 
Planned Parenthood MAGGIE 
award for excellence in reporting 
on reproductive rights in 1990. 
Also in 1990, she was nominated 
for the National Magazine Award 
by Vogue for her article on 
women and AIDS. 
Orenstein earned a bachelor's 
degree in English from Oberlin 
College in 1983. 
For the 2 p.m. discussion, the 
panel will consist of Orenstein; 
Lynn K. White, M.D., director of 
the St. Louis Children's Hospital 
adolescent center; Joleene 
Unnerstall, director of Project 
HART at the St. Louis Women's 
Self Help Center; Sister Joan 
Andert, SSND, principal of 
Rasati-Kain High School; and 
Victoria Weixa, Ph.D. The panel 
moderator is Victoria Weisz, 
Ph.D., a University alumna who 
works at the Center on Children, 
Families and the Law at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
For more information, call 
935-5285. 
Newman Education Center. For costs and 
to register, call 362-6891. 
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences 
colloquium. "Thermal and Radiative 
Conductivity from Phonon Lifetimes and 
Implications for Mantle Temperatures." 
Anne Hofmeister, research assoc. prof, of 
earth and planetary sciences. Room 362 
McDonnell Hall. 935-5610. 
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium. 
"Algebraic Methods in the Study of the 
Cauchy-Fueter and Related Systems." 
Daniele Struppa, prof, of mathematics, 
George Mason U. Room 199 Cupples I 
Hall. 935-6760. 
Friday, Oct. 9 
Friday, Oct. 16 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. 
"Menkes Disease." Jonathan D. Gitlin, 
prof, of pediatrics and of pathology. 
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 454- 
6006. 
Noon. Cell biology and physiology 
seminar. "Lipid/Protein Complexes in Viral 
Fusion." Joshua Zimmerberg, chief, lab 
cellular and molecular biophysics, NASA/ 
NIH Center for Three-Dimensional Tissue 
Culture. Room 426 McDonnell Medical 
Sciences Bldg. 747-4233. 
Saturday, Oct. 17 
Noon. Office of Continuing Medical 
Education seminar." New Techniques in 
Urinary Incontinence and Female Urology." 
Richard A. Schmidt, prof, of urology and 
dir., neurourology unit, U. of Colo. Eric P. 
Newman Education Center. For costs and 
to register, call 362-6891. 
Music 
Sunday, Oct. 11 
4 p.m. Concert. "Liederabend." Music of 
Hugo Wolf and Clara and Robert 
Schumann. Maryse Carlin, instructor in 
piano and harpsichord; Joyce Andrews, 
soprano; and Frank Hoffmeister, tenor. 
Steinberg Aud. 935-5574. 
Performances 
Thursday, Oct. 8 
B p.m. Performing Arts Dept. performance. 
"Company." Stephen Sondheim musical. 
Annamaria Pileggi, dir. (Also Oct. 9 and 10, 
same time.) Cost: $10; $8 for faculty, staff, 
students and senior citizens. The A.E. 
Hotchner Studio Theatre. 935-6543. 
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series performance. 
"Rennie Harris Puremovement." (Also Oct. 
10, same time, and Oct. 11,2 p.m.) 
Co-sponsored by Dance St. Louis. Cost: 
$23. Edison Theatre. 935-6543. 
Miscellany 
Saturday, Oct. 10 
1:30-3 p.m. Fine Arts Institute workshop. 
"How Did They Paint That?" Demonstration 
by painter Margery Imster of techniques 
.   used by Henri Matisse in "Still Life With 
Oranges." Cost: $15. Gallery of Art. 935- 
4643. 
Sunday, Oct. 11 
3 p.m. Performing Arts Dept. master class. 
"An Introduction to Afro-Caribbean Dance." 
Robin Marie Wilson, dancer-choreogra- 
pher. Studio I, Women's Bldg. 935-5690. 
Monday, Oct. 12 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. St. Louis STD/HIV 
Prevention Training Center class lecture 
and clinical practicum. "Laboratory 
Methods." (Continues Oct. 13 and 14, 
same time.) Cost: $60. Bradley Room, first 
floor, Old Shriner's Hospital, 712 S. Euclid. 
For registration information, call 
747-1522. 
Tuesday, Oct. 13 
8 p.m. International Writers Center 
Reading Series. Poet Anthony Butts reads 
from his work. Cost: $5; free to students 
and senior citizens. West Campus 
Conference Center, 7425 Forsyth Blvd. 
935-5576. 
Wednesday, Oct. 14 
4 p.m. Poetry reading and concert. "The 
Sounds of Persian and Turkish Culture." 
Fatemeh Keshavarz, assoc. prof, of Asian 
and Near Eastern languages and 
literatures, reader, and Ahmet T. 
Karamustafa, assoc. prof, of Asian and 
Near Eastern languages and literatures, 
musician. Hurst Lounge, Duncker Hall. 
935-5170. 
Thursday, Oct. 15 





B. Jones reads 
from his work. 
Hurst Lounge, Duncker Hall. 935-7130. 
Friday, Oct. 16 
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 2-5:30 p.m. 
Memorial symposium. "The Legacy of 
Edwin T. Jaynes." Room 201 Crow Hall. 
935-6208 or 935-6250. (Story on page 
2) 
Saturday, Oct. 17 
1:30-3 p.m. Fine Arts Institute workshop. 
"How Did They Paint That?" Demonstra- 
tion by painter John Sarra of techniques 
used by Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot in 
"The Evening Star." Cost: $15. Gallery of 
Art. 935-4643. 
1:30-4 p.m. Fine Arts Institute workshop. 
"Identifying Print Processes." Robert 
Goetz, printmaker. Cost: $20. Room 212 
Bixby Hall. 935-4643. 
Sports 
Thursday, Oct. 8 
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. N. Park 
College. Francis Field. 935-5220. 
Friday, Oct. 9 
5:15 p.m. WU National Invitational. 
Volleyball team vs. Simpson College. 
Field House. 935-5220. 
7:30 p.m. WU National Invitational. 
Volleyball team vs. Juniata College. Field 
House. 935-5220. 
Saturday, Oct. 10 
10 a.m. All-Missouri/Border State 
Championships. Men's and women's 
cross country. Forest Park. 935-5220. 
10 a.m. WU National Invitational. 
Volleyball team vs. Savannah College of 
Art and Design. Field House. 935-5220. 
3 p.m. WU National Invitational. 
Volleyball team vs. Hope College. Field 
House. 935-5220. 
7 p.m. Football team vs. Trinity U. 
(Homecoming). Francis Field. 935-5220. 
Wednesday, Oct. 14 
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. 
Maryville U. Francis Field. 935-5220. 
Saturday, Oct. 17 
11 a.m. Women's soccer team vs. U. of 
Chicago. Francis Field. 935-5220. 
1:30 p.m. Men's soccer team vs. U. of 
Chicago. Francis Field. 935-5220. 
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"Drs. Cole, Keating, Marsh 
and Strauss are premier 
clinicians, superior educators 
and creative thinkers who will 
continue to push the leading 
edges of pediatrics." 
ALAN L. SCHWARZ 
Chairs 
Four new pediatrics 
professorships filled 
— from page 1 
Trustees, the Children's Health 
Foundation and William A. Peck, 
M.D., executive vice chancellor for 
medical affairs and dean of the 
medical school. 
Unparalleled excellence 
"These four endowed professor- 
ships reflect the commitment of 
Washington University School of 
Medicine and St. Louis Children's 
Hospital to assure that our 
institutions and our community 
have the resources to provide 
unparalleled excellence in 
pediatric care and scholarship," 
Schwartz said. "Drs. Cole, Keating, 
Marsh and Strauss are premier 
clinicians, superior educators and 
creative thinkers who will 
continue to push the leading 
edges of pediatrics." 
Frey added: "The hospital and 
Washington University School of 
Medicine have long enjoyed a 
strong partnership which is an 
essential component of a world- 
class children's hospital such as 
St. Louis Children's Hospital. 
Establishment of these four 
named ______^ 
professor- 









our ability to 
attract and 
retain the 
best and brightest pediatric talent 
for the children of our commu- 
nity and region." 
F. Sessions Cole, M.D., will 
become the first Park J. White, 
M.D., Professor of Pediatrics. This 
professorship is being supported 
by the medical school. White was 
a pioneer of pediatric practice in 
St. Louis following his residency 
training at Children's Hospital in 
1923. He was both a superior 
pediatrician as well as a literary 
scholar whose poems often 
appeared in The New England 
Journal of Medicine. He was 
director of pediatrics at Homer G. 
Phillips Hospital from 1945 to 
1966 and lecturer in medical 
ethics at the medical school from 
1923 to 1950. 
"I think this is absolutely 
magnificent," said Susan Shurin, 
M.D., White's granddaughter and 
professor of pediatrics at Case 
Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine in Cleveland. 
"His activities at the School of 
Medicine were always very 
important to him." 
Cole is professor of pediatrics 
and of cell biology and physiol- 
ogy. He also serves as vice 
chairman of the Department of 
Pediatrics for regional pediatrics 
at the medical school and has 
been regional medical director for 
pediatrics for BJC since 1995. He 
joined the University in 1986 as 
an associate professor of pediat- 
rics and of cell biology and 
physiology. The same year, he was 
named director of the Division of 
Newborn Medicine and in 1989 
was promoted to professor of 
pediatrics. Cole was named 
professor of cell biology and 
physiology in 1994. 
Pediatrics pioneer 
James Keating, M.D., will become 
the first W. McKim O. Marriott, 
M.D., St. Louis Children's 
Hospital Professor of Pediatrics. 
St. Louis Children's Hospital 
supports this professorship. 
William McKim Marriott was 
head of the Department of 
Pediatrics and pediatrician-in- 
chief at the hospital from 1918 to 
1936 and dean of the medical 
school from 1923 to 1936. He was 
a pioneer in applying the 
scientific basis of disease to 
pediatrics. His development of 
micro-methods for chemical 
analysis of body fluids, his studies 
of acid-base balance and water 
loss in infancy and his major 
contributions to formulations of 
infant feeding stand today as 
hallmarks in pediatric clinical 
investigations. 
Keating is professor of 
pediatrics and director of the 
Division of Diagnostic Medicine 
at the medical school. He also 
serves as director of the Pediatric 
Residency Program at Children's 
Hospital. Keating joined the 
University in 1968 as an instruc- 
tor of pediatrics and was named 
professor of pediatrics in 1978. 
Keating received the Pediatric 
Award of Excellence from the 
St. Louis Pediatric Society in 1992 
and the Murray Davidson Award 
from the American Academy of 
Pediatrics in 1997. The Keating 
Outstanding Resident Award 
recently was established at 
Children's Hospital in his honor. 
Jeffrey Marsh, M.D., will 
become the first Appoline Blair 
St. Louis Children's Hospital 
Professor of Surgery. Children's 
Hospital established this profes- 
sorship in honor of Appoline 
Blair, who founded the hospital in 
1878. The widow of Senator 












expert in the 
diseases of 
children. Appoline Blair served as 
Children's Hospital's first 
president from 1879 to 1882. 
Marsh is a professor of surgery 
who specializes in craniofacial 
and maxillofacial deformities in 
children. He also is professor of 
surgery in pediatrics, professor of 
radiology and medical director of 
the Cleft Palate and Craniofacial 
Deformities Institute at the 
hospital. Marsh joined the 
University in 1978 as an assistant 
professor of surgery. He was 
named professor of surgery and 
of surgery in pediatrics in 1986 
and professor of radiology in 
1994. 
Alumni Professor 
Arnold Strauss, M.D., will become 
the new Alumni Professor of 
Pediatrics. The Alumni Endowed 
Professorship program was begun 
at the medical school in 1985. 
Alumni annual giving funds have 
established six professorships 
through this program. 
Strauss is director of the 
Division of Cardiology for the 
pediatrics department and 
professor of pediatrics and of 
molecular biology and pharma- 
cology. He studies how defects in 
particular proteins or enzymes 
involved in the breakdown of 
fatty acids cause disease. When 
enzymes are faulty, they can't do 
their job — converting fatty acids 
into energy — and begin to affect 
the heart and liver. These enzyme 
deficiencies in humans are a 
major cause of Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome, Reye's Syn- 
drome, heart muscle disease and 
skeletal muscle disease. 
Strauss joined the University 
in 1977 as an assistant profes- 
sor of pediatrics and of 
biological chemistry. He was 
named director of the Division 
of Cardiology in 1981, profes- 
sor of pediatrics in 1982 and 
professor of molecular biology 
and pharmacology in 1992. 
Strauss received the E. Mead 
Johnson Award for Excellence in 
Pediatric Research in 1991 and 
the Alumni Faculty Award from 
the Washington University 
Medical Center Alumni Associa- 
tion in 1995. 
Sports Section 
Bears beat Rhodes 
The football team enjoyed its 
best first half of the season at 
Rhodes College and carried the 
momentum for a 49-13 road 
victory. The Bears, who had 
scored a total of 27 points in the 
first half of the first four games, 
led 28-6 at intermission and 
cruised for their sixth straight 
win over Rhodes. Senior 
quarterback Alan Barnette 
completed 22 of 28 passes (a 
school-record .786 completion 
percentage) for a career-high 
333 yards and three touch- 
downs. The Bears intercepted a 
season-high five passes, includ- 
ing two by junior Steve 
Steinbruegge and one by 
freshman Quincy Davis, who 
returned it a school-record 88 
yards for a touchdown. 
Men's soccer wins 
The men's soccer team, which 
had fallen from the national 
rankings, bounced back with a 
pair of victories last week. The 
Bears (4-2) blanked visiting 
Aurora University 2-0 Wednes- 
day, Sept. 30 at Francis Field. 
Freshman Casey Lien netted the 
game-winner and junior 
goalkeeper Brian Ko and 
freshman Lee Devore combined on 
the shutout. Lien, who has three 
game-winning goals in the four 
victories, scored twice as WU 
opened its University Athletic 
Association (UAA) schedule 
Sunday, Oct. 4, with a 3-2 victory 
at Carnegie Mellon University. 
Volleyball rolls on 
The top-ranked women's volleyball 
team took their fifth tournament 
title in as many tries this season at 
the Wittenberg University Invita- 
tional in Springfield, Ohio. WU, 
now 24-0, knocked off Bluffton 
College and seventh-ranked Hope 
College Friday, Oct. 2. The Bears 
then beat Ohio Northern Univer- 
sity and Wittenberg University 
Saturday, Oct. 3, to wrap up the 
title. Senior Jennifer Martz, the 
UAA Athlete of the Week, became 
WU's all-time leader with 533 
blocks, passing Amy Albers. 
Women booters win two 
WU's third-ranked women's soccer 
team ran its winning streak to eight 
games with a pair of conference 
shutouts last weekend. The Bears 
knocked off Rochester 6-0 and 
Brandeis 9-0 to avenge their only 
two league losses from a year ago. 
Six different Bears found the back 
of the net in the win over 
Rochester. Lori Thomas, the 
UAA Offensive Player of the 
Week, followed with a four-goal, 
two-assist performance in the 
victory over Brandeis, setting a 
school record with 10 points. 
Sophomore Christyn Chambers 
earned UAA Defensive Player of 
the Week honors. 
Harriers place sixth 
The only non-NCAA Division I 
teams at the Southern Illinois 
Saluki Invitational in 
Carbondale, 111., both the men's 
and women's cross country 
teams placed sixth in the 14- 
team field. Senior Tim Julien, 
the UAA Athlete of the Week, led 
the men by clocking a personal- 
best 24:50.27 on the eight- 
kilometer course. Senior Emily 
Richard took 12th in the field of 
132, covering the five-kilometer 
course in a personal-best 
18:00.72. Sophomore Susan 
Chou, the UAA Athlete of the . 
Week, clocked a personal-best 
18:06.43 to take 16th place. 
Compiled by Kevin Bergquist, director, sports 
information, and Keith Jenkins, asst. director, 
sports information. For up-to-date news 
about Washington University's athletics 
program, access the Bears' Web site at 
rescomp.wustl.edu/~athletics/. 
Sussman 
Devotes inaugural issue 
of journal to race 
— from page 1 
with her husband as the journal's 
associate editor. 
In his paper, Templeton, 
professor of biology in Arts and 
Sciences, argues that humans are 
one of the most genetically 
homogenous species known. His 
analysis of genetic data shows that 
85 percent of genetic variation in 
human DNA is due to individual 
variation. Templeton's conclusion: 
Due to humans' genetic inter- 
changes throughout the past, there 
are no distinct lineages, hence no 
races in humanity. 
Determined to show that those 
outside the discipline of anthro- 
pology offer valuable perspectives 
as well, Sussman invited Early into 
the discourse. The Merle Kling 
Professor of Modern Literature 
and professor of African and Afro- 
American Studies in Arts and 
Sciences, Early responded with an 
essay about Afrocentrism, which 
he described as "a form of ethnic 
chauvinism that is, in the context 
of university pedagogy and the 
specialized arena of African- 
American studies, sometimes 
insightful and useful and some- 
times troubling and obscurantist." 
The various authors probe the 
historical reasons for racial 
problems, as well as their current 
dynamics. 
University of Arizona anthro- 
pological linguist Jane H. Hill, 
president of the AAA, shows how 
dominant cultures use language to 
fragment society and generate 
racial definitions. 
Audrey Smedley, on the faculty 
at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, presents a historical look 
at slavery from ancient times, when 
slaves could be reintegrated into 
society, to western colonization. 
Eugenia Shanklin, professor of 
anthropology at the College of New 
Jersey, examined cultural anthro- 
pology textbooks of the past 15 
years and discovered a conspicuous 
absence of race discussion, a 
"color-blinded approach that may 
in part explain why we've lost the 
recognition of being the people 
who study race," Sussman sug- 
gested- 
"Above all, this issue shows the 
importance of interdisciplinary 
research in anthropology," 
Sussman said. 
"This is a critical time in the 
study of anthropology," Sussman 
explained. "In the last decade the 
discipline has gone through a self- 
evaluation that has divided the 
field." 
Sussman referred to a movement 
away from the four main subfields 
— sociocultural, biological, 
archaeological and linguistic 
anthropology — and toward a 
postmodernist view that contends 
there is no empirical, objective way 
to view the world. 
"Most anthropologists say that 
you must take cultural relativity 
into account but there are ways 
you can get to objective reality," 
Sussman said. 
The schism rocked the AAA and 
penetrated the editorial direction 
of the organization's journal. 
Poetry began to appear, recalled 
Sussman, along with obscure 
articles and anti-science pieces. 
The result? An inordinately high 
dropout rate of the organization's 
archaeological and physical 
anthropologists. The publication 
moved away from the central core 
of anthropology. 
The split influenced the AAA's 
decision to implement a long- 
range plan in which Sussman, 
through his editorship, is playing a 
significant role. 
Determined to set the 
99-year-old journal back on track, 
Sussman, a specialist in the ecology 
and social structure of primates, is 
committed to representing all 
disciplines of anthropology. "The 
state of solid, traditional ap- 
proaches to anthropology is alive 
and well in American higher 
education," Sussman said. 
Washington University remains 
a strong player in the field. 
According to the most recent U.S. 
News and World Report rankings, 
the Department of Anthropology 
rates in the country's top 20. "In 
primate biology," Sussman noted, 
"we are among the top three with 
Duke and State University of New 
York at Stony Brook." 
A second leading journal in the 
field, Current Anthropology, also is 
published out of the University. 
Richard Fox, Ph.D., professor of 
anthropology in Arts and Sciences, 
is editor. 
Each issue of the American 
Anthropologist, a quarterly, will 
carry about 10 major articles and 
50 to 80 book reviews. The journal 
will mark a milestone with its 
100th anniversary, to be celebrated 
next year with a historical look at 
anthropology, the AAA and the 
journal itself. 
As for the issue under way, 
Sussman hopes it will provide 
insights into human diversity and 
potential applications for solving 
problems. "Anthropologists can no 
longer ignore racism," Sussman 
said, "nor can other scientists, 
politicians and the public ignore 
anthropologists." 
Campus Watch 
The following incidents were reported to University Police from Sept. 28-0ct. 4. 
Readers with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to 
call 935-5555. This release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness 
and is available on the University Police Web site at rescomp.wusll.edu/-wupd. 
Sept. 28 
5:52 p.m. — A fire was reported 
in a dining room at the Alumni 
House. A staff member extin- 
guished the flames, which began 
when Sterno cans used to warm 
serving dishes caught linen 
tablecloths on fire. 
Oct. 2 
1:16 p.m. — A student reported 
the theft of a bicycle valued at 
$690 from the rack on the 
northeast corner of Simon Hall. 
University Police also responded to 
four additional reports of theft, 
one additional report of fire, five 
reports of vandalism and a false 
fire alarm. 
Crime Alert 
At 9:15 a.m. Oct. 3, a female 
resident of Eliot Residence Hall 
was using a shower in the 
eighth-floor restroom when she 
noticed a black male wearing 
dark clothing in the shower area 
of the restroom. The student 
screamed and the man hid in a 
stall and then fled the area. The 
student immediately contacted 
University Police. The suspect 
did not say anything, nor 
approach the student. University 
Police urge all members of the 
campus community to be aware 
of their surroundings at all 
times and to report suspicious 
activities and/or persons at 
935-5555 or by blue light phone. 
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Washington University's Policy on Sexual Harassment 
I. Introduction and policy statement 
Washington University is committed to having a positive learning and 
working environment for its students, faculty and staff and will not 
tolerate sexual harassment. 
Sexual harassment is an attack on the dignity of individuals and the 
integrity of the University as an institution of learning. Academic 
freedom can exist only when every person is free to pursue ideas in a 
non-threatening, non-coercive atmosphere of mutual respect. Sexual 
harassment is reprehensible and threatening to the careers, educational 
experience and well-being of all members of our community. 
Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination that violates 
University policy. It is also illegal under state and federal law. 
This policy applies to all members of the Washington University 
community. It allocates responsibilities for helping to ensure that 
University policy is fairly applied, explains the process by which 
complaints of sexual harassment maybe brought forward and provides 
sanctions for sexual harassment, which may range from reprimands to 
termination or dismissal, depending upon the severity of the offense. If 
you believe you have been sexually harassed, Sections IV and V describe 
options about what you can do and where you can get help. If you 
believe you have been falsely accused of sexual harassment, the 
procedures set out below are also available to you. Those charged with 
implementation of this policy will, whenever appropriate, encourage 
and assist those who believe they may have been sexually harassed to 
pursue the assorted informal means outlined in Section IV below for 
securing the cessation of unwelcome and offensive conduct. 
II. What is sexual harassment? 
For the purposes of this statement, Washington University has adapted 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) definition 
of sexual harassment for an academic community: Sexual harassment is 
defined as any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favor or 
other unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, 
whether committed on or off campus, when: 
(1) submission to such conduct is made, either explicitly or 
implicitly, a term or condition of an individual's employment or 
academic advancement; 
(2) siifomission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is 
used as the basis or threatened to be used as the basis for employment 
or academic decisions or assessments affecting an individual; or 
(3) such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably 
interfering with an individual's work or educational performance or 
creating an intimidating or hostile environment for work or learning. 
Such conduct will typically be directed against a particular individual 
or individuals and will either be abusive or severely humiliating or will 
persist despite the objection of the person targeted by the speech or 
conduct. 
Sexual harassment includes but is not limited to situations where 
one person has authority over another. In such situations, sexual 
harassment is particularly serious because it may unfairly exploit the 
power inherent in a faculty member's or supervisor's position. 
Sexual harassment can be verbal, visual, physical or communicated 
in writing or electronically. Some conduct obviously constitutes sexual 
harassment — such as a threat that a grade or promotion will depend 
on submission to sexual advance. But whether particular conduct 
constitutes sexual harassment will often depend upon the specific 
context of the situation, including the participants' reasonable 
understanding of the situation, their past dealings with each other, the 
nature of their professional relationship (e.g., supervisor-subordinate, 
colleague, etc.) and the specific setting. The inquiry can be particularly 
complex in an academic community, where the free and open exchange 
of ideas and viewpoints preserved by the concept of academic freedom 
may sometimes prove distasteful, disturbing or offensive to some. 
Examples of conduct which may constitute sexual harassment 
include but are not limited to: 
■ requests for sexual favors 
• hugging, rubbing, touching, patting, pinching or brushing 
another's body 
• inappropriate whistling or staring 
• veiled suggestions of sexual activities 
■ requests for private meetings outside of class or business hours 
for other than legitimate mentoring purposes 
• use in the classroom of sexual jokes, stories or images in no way 
germane to the subject of the class 
• remarks about a person's body or sexual relationships, activities 
or experience 
• use of inappropriate body images to advertise events 
Members of the University community can expect to be free from 
sexual harassment and thus all members of the University community 
should guard against it. The fact that someone did not intend to 
sexually harass an individual is generally not considered a sufficient 
defense to a complaint of sexual harassment, although the reasonable- 
ness or the accused's perceptions may be considered. In most cases, it is 
the effect and characteristics of the behavior on the complainant and 
whether a reasonable person similarly situated would find the conduct 
offensive that determine whether the behavior constitutes sexual 
harassment. 
III. Confidentiality 
The University will strive to protect, to the greatest extent possible, the 
confidentiality of persons reporting harassment and of those accused 
of harassment. Because the University has an obligation to address 
sexual harassment, however, the University cannot guarantee complete 
confidentiality where it would conflict with the University's obligation 
to investigate meaningfully or, where warranted, take corrective action. 
Even when some disclosure of the University's information or sources 
is necessary, it will be limited to the extent possible. The University will, 
to the extent permitted by law, keep confidential all records of 
complaints, responses and investigations. The records maintained by 
the Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator shall be available only to 
the Coordinator and, to the extent necessary, to administrators and 
other supervisors charged with responding to allegations of harass- 
ment. Allegations of sexual harassment shall not be placed in student 
records or personnel files unless, after appropriate investigation, such 
allegations have been sustained. Records of allegations maintained by 
the Coordinator which do not lead to formal hearings or personnel 
actions will be discarded after five years unless there are additional, 
more recent complaints against the same person. Any records 
maintained by the Coordinator concerning an allegation about which 
an accused person was not given reasonably timely notice and an 
opportunity to respond shall not be used to justify or enhance a 
sanction, other than an oral or written warning, imposed for a different 
instance of harassment. 
If you want to discuss possible harassment in a more confidential 
setting or clarify your feelings about whether and how you wish to 
proceed, you may want to consult a social worker, therapist or member 
of the clergy, who is permitted, by law, to assure greater confidentiality. 
Clergy and counseling resources on campus are listed in Bearings, 
Ternion and Safety and Security on the Hilltop Campus. In addition, any 
member of the University community may contact the Student Health 
and Counseling Service at 935-5980 for a confidential discussion and, 
if desired, referral to off-campus resources. 
IV. Seeking advice; making a complaint 
If you believe that you have been sexually harassed, you have a number 
of response options, both formal and informal. Some people may wish 
to pursue informal means instead of or before making a formal 
complaint; others will not. If an informal procedure is ineffective, the 
formal procedures will remain open to you. You should select the route 
you feel most appropriate for your circumstances. However you wish 
to proceed, you may consult at any time with the Hilltop or Medical 
Center Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator (listed in the 
Appendix), whose responsibilities include assisting students, faculty 
and staff with sexual harassment issues, be they general or specific, 
formal or informal. You may wish to work with the Coordinator to 
select an approach. 
A. Informal Procedures 
I. If you feel comfortable dealing with the situation without 
assistance, you can: 
A. Clearly say "no" to the person whose behavior is 
unwelcome. 
B. Communicate either orally or in writing with the person 
whose behavior is unwelcome. The most useful 
communication will have three parts: 
1. A factual description of the incident(s) including 
date, time, place and specific action. 
2. A description of the writer's feelings, including any 
consequences of the incident. 
3. A request that the conduct cease. Frequently, such a 
communication will cause the unwelcome behavior 
to stop, particularly where the person may not be 
aware that the conduct is unwelcome or offensive. 
-II. If you would like to proceed informally, but with the 
assistance of someone else, you may: 
A. Ask the person's supervisor, e.g., department chair, dean, 
director, housing office representative, academic advisor or 
resident advisor, to speak to the person whose behavior was 
unwelcome. The purpose of such conversations is the 
cessation of unwelcome behavior. 
B. Consult with the Coordinator or one of the Sexual 
Harassment Response Advisors listed in the Appendix and 
specifically charged with responding to sexual harassment 
inquiries and complaints. These individuals are thoroughly 
familiar with University policy on sexual harassment and 
are available to consult with victims of sexual harassment, 
those charged with sexual harassment, witnesses and 
supervisors of parties to a complaint. They can provide 
information about informal actions that might remedy the 
situation and discuss University policy on sexual harass- 
ment and procedures for resolving complaints. 
C. Ask the Coordinator to mediate or arrange for mediation. 
Mediation is discussion and negotiation, with the help of a 
third party, designed to permit the parties to reach a 
mutually agreeable resolution of a dispute. If a person 
complaining of sexual harassment seeks mediation, the 
person accused of harassment agrees and the Coordinator 
concludes that the mediation would be consistent with the 
University's legal obligations in responding to and 
preventing sexual harassment, the Coordinator may 
mediate or arrange for mediation. 
B. Formal Procedures 
Whether or not you have attempted to resolve a sexual harassment 
claim through informal means, you may initiate a formal sexual 
harassment grievance proceeding by filing written complaint. This 
process may lead to a formal hearing at which evidence will be 
considered and witnesses heard. If this is the course you wish to take, 
the Coordinator^can assist you in filing a complaint. 
Complaints, prepared with or without the assistance of the 
Coordinator, can be filed with the following Committees, with a copy 
to the Coordinator for your campus: 
Complaints against faculty or staff: 
Faculty and Administrative Affirmative Action Committee 
(complaints by faculty and administrators) 
Title IX Grievance Committee 
(complaints by students) 
Human Resources Advisory Committee 
(complaints by staff) 
All of these committees may be contacted: 
c/o Office of Human Resources 
North Brookings Hall, Room 126 
Campus Box 1184 
935-5990 
Hearing procedures are set out in the Washington University 
Discrimination and-Sexual Harassment Hearing Procedures. These 
procedures may be obtained from the Office of Human Resources or 
from any Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator or Advisor. 
Complaints against students or student groups: 
Office of the Judicial Administrator 
Women's Building, Room B2 
Campus Box 1136 
935-4062 
Hearing procedures are set out in the University Judicial Code, 
found in Bearings and Washington University Faculty Information. 
These procedures may also be obtained from the University Judicial 
Administrator or from the Sexual Harassment Response Coordinators 
or Advisors. 
Whether or not you choose to file a complaint, the University may 
be required, or may otherwise deem it necessary and protective of the 
academic community, to commence its own investigation. 
V. Protection of rights 
The University will not tolerate retaliation or discrimination against 
persons who report or charge sexual harassment or against those who 
testify, assist or participate in any investigation, proceeding or hearing 
involving a complaint of sexual harassment. In this context, retaliation 
means speech or conduct that adversely affects another's terms or 
conditions of employment or education and is motivated by an intent 
to harm the targeted person because of his or her participation in the 
filing or investigation of an allegation of sexual harassment. Any such 
retaliation — or any encouragement of another to retaliate — is a 
serious violation of University policy and law, independent of whether 
the particular claim of sexual harassment is substantiated. If you 
believe you have been subjected to retaliation in violation of this rule, 
you may use the procedures described above to complain and seek 
redress. 
The University seeks to protect the rights of all persons, accusers 
and accused, to fair procedures. Accusations of sexual harassment 
typically have injurious far-reaching effects on the careers and lives of 
accused individuals. Allegations of sexual harassment must be made in 
good faith and not out of malice. Knowingly making a false or 
frivolous allegation of sexual harassment, whether in a formal or 
informal context, will be treated as a serious offense under this policy 
and, where it applies, the University Judicial Code. If you believe you 
have been falsely accused of sexual harassment you may use the 
procedures of this policy or the University Judicial Code, where 
applicable, to seek redress. See Section IV. 
VI. Obligations of vigilance and reporting 
The University can respond to specific instances and allegations of 
harassment only if it is aware of them. The University therefore 
encourages anyone who believes that he or she has experienced sexual 
harassment to promptly come forward with inquiries, reports or 
complaints and to seek assistance from the University. In addition, any 
University employee who becomes aware of instances or allegations of 
sexual harassment by or against a person under his or her supervisory 
authority must report it to those charged with responding to such 
allegations and reports: the appropriate dean, director or department 
head or other similar administrator or to the Sexual Harassment 
Response Coordinator or one of the Advisors. It shall be the responsi- 
bility of these individuals to respond to allegations and reports of 
sexual harassment or refer them to other University officials for such 
response. 
Any dean, director or department head or other similar adminis- 
trator who becomes aware of information indicating a significant 
likelihood of sexual harassment must report such information to the 
Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator for the appropriate campus. 
These administrators must respond not only when they receive a 
specific complaint or report alleging improper activity, but also when 
such matters come to their attention informally. Unconfirmed or 
disputed allegations should be clearly labeled as such and reports 
should indicate any steps already taken to investigate or otherwise 
respond. Administrators may wish to consult with the Coordinator or 
any of the Advisors prior to investigating or otherwise responding to 
any situation involving alleged harassment. 
VII. Possible sanctions 
Possible sanctions for a person found guilty of behavior in violation of 
this policy include but are not limited to the following: 
■ oral or written reprimand, placed in the personnel file 
• required attendance at a sexual harassment sensitivity program 
• an apology to the victim 
• oral or written warning 
• loss of salary or benefit, such as sabbatical or research or travel 
funding 
• transfer or change of job, class or residential assignment or 
location (i.e., removing the person from being in a position to 
retaliate or further harass the victim). 
• fine 
• demotion 
• suspension, probation, termination, dismissal or expulsion 
While counseling is not considered a sanction, it may be offered or 
required in combination with sanctions. Where alcohol is involved in 
the sexual harassment, such counseling may include an alcohol abuse 
program. 
If students or student groups are guilty of sexual harassment any of 
the sanctions set forth in the University Judicial Code may also be 
invoked. 
VIII. Education 
The best way to deal with sexual harassment is to prevent it. Education 
is essential to eliminating sexual harassment. Washington University 
has developed an ongoing training program. Please call a Sexual 
Harassment Response Coordinator or Advisor to find out more about 
these programs, what sexual harassment is, how to respond to it and 
what to do when someone asks for advice about sexual harassment. 
Approved by the Washington University Senate Council, October 19, 
1995. 
Approved by the Washington University Senate, April 22, 1996. 
Revision approved by the Washington University Senate, April 28, 
1997. 
(This policy supersedes prior University Policies on Sexual Harass- 
ment). 
Appendix: Sexual Harassment Coordinators and Advisors 
(as of September 12, 1997) 
Hilltop Campus 
Coordinator:        Ann B. Prenatt — 935-8046 
Advisors: Kathy Steiner-Lang (complaints by students and 
others) 935-5910 
Thomas L. Lafata (complaints by students and others) 
935-5970 
Richard Diemer (complaints by faculty and others) 
935-4237 
Pamela Lokken (complaints by staff and others) 
935-5752 
Medical Campus 
Coordinator:        Denise McCartney — 362-1936 
Advisors: Dr. Leslie Kahl (complaints by students and others) 
362-7481 
Judy Mahoney (complaints by faculty, staff and 
others) 362-4900 
Laurel Taylor (complaints by staff and others) 
362-7198 
Employment 
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to 




positions may be obtained 
in the Office of Human 
Resources, Room 130, 
West Campus. If you are 
not a WU staff member, 








MBA Records Assistant 
990090 
Curator 990091 
General Office Assistant 
(part time) 990092 
Payroll Services 
Secretary 990093 
Funding and Develop- 
ment Assistant 990095 
Administrative Assistant 
(part time) 990098 
News Writer/Assistant 
Record Editor 990099 
Medical 
Campus 
This is a partial list of 
positions at the School of 
Medicine. Employees: 
Contact the medical 
school's Department of 
Human Resources at 
362-7196. External 
candidates: Submit 
resumes to the Office of 
Human Resources, 4480 
Clayton Ave., Campus Box 
8002, St. Louis, MO, 
63110, or call 362-7196. 
Statistical Data Analyst 
990042 
Clerk II990218 
Secretary II 990259 
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Notables 
Of note 
Robert E. Morrell, Ph.D., profes- 
sor of Asian and Near Eastern 
languages and literatures in Arts 
and Sciences, recently received the 
Jackson and Carolyn Bailey Public 
Service Prize recognizing his "long 
and selfless devotion to Asian 
Studies." The award was presented 
Sept. 26 at the 47th annual 
Midwest Conference on Asian 
Affairs, held at the University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater. 
Speaking of 
Third-year law students Abraham 
Gutnicki and Adam Dulik recently 
were featured on a national 
broadcast of NBC News Nightside 
debating whether President Clinton 
should face disbarment in the midst 
of the ongoing Monica Lewinsky 
saga. Gutnicki argued that Clinton, 
a member of the Arkansas bar and 
former Arkansas attorney general, 
should be disciplined by the 
Arkansas bar for violating the 
professional rule that prohibits 
lawyers from engaging in "conduct 
involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit 
or misrepresentation." Dulik argued 
against disciplining Clinton. 
On assignment 
A. Peter Mutharika, LL.B., LL.M., 
J.S.D., professor of law, recently 
was a panelist and chair at a 
Correction 
The installation of Hillel 
Kieval, Ph.D., as the Gloria M. 
Goldstein Professor of Jewish 
History and Thought in Arts 
and Sciences will take place at 
4 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 15, not 
3 p.m. as reported in last 
week's Record. 
conference on "The Importance 
of Human Rights in International 
Business," at the University of 
Exeter in the United Kingdom. 
The purpose of the conference, 
which was attended by business 
executives, academics, practicing 
lawyers and representatives of 
nongovernmental organizations, 
was to develop mechanisms 
through which human rights 
disputes involving transnational 
corporations and other parties in 
the host states should be resolved. 
Mutharika also gave a talk on 
multipartyism and democratiza- 
tion in Malawi at Birkbeck 
College in London. 
Guidelines for submitting copy: 
Send your full name, complete title(s), 
department(s), phone number and highest- 
earned degree(s), along with a description of 
your noteworthy activity, to Notables, c/o David 
Moessner, Campus Box 1070, ore-mail 
David_Moessner@aismail.wustl.edu. Items 




The following Hilltop Campus 
faculty members were pro- 
moted with tenure or granted 
tenure, effective Sept. 18,1998, 
following a meeting of the Board 
of Trustees on Sept. 18. 
Appointment with tenure 
Thomas J. Bernatowicz, Ph.D., as 
professor of physics in Arts and Sciences 
V. Padmanabhan, Ph.D., as professor of 
marketing in the John M. Olin School of 
Business 
William J. Paul, Ph.D., as professor of 
performing arts in Arts and Sciences 
Promotion with tenure 
Andrew Carl Sobel, Ph.D., to associate 
professor of political science in Arts and 
Sciences 
Granting of tenure 
Mahendra R. Gupta, Ph.D., as associate 
professor of accounting in the John M. 
Olin School of Business 
Campus Authors 
Carol Nesslein Doelling, director of career services at the 
George Warren Brown School of Social Work. 
Social Work Career Development: A Handbook 
for Job Hunting and Career Planning 
(National Association of Social Workers Press, Washington, D.C., 1997) 
Social workers looking for a 
job — or interested in 
updating their skills — have an 
advocate in Carol Nesslein 
Doelling. Her book is 
designed as a reader- 
friendly reference 
manual, outlining 
steps for self- 
assessment, writing 




evaluating job offers. 
Social workers have 
enjoyed relative 
stability in employment, but job 
competition has increased 
substantially in recent years. 
Finding a job these days means 
researching the field, Doelling 
said — and knowing how to 
market one's knowledge and 
skills. Social workers need to 
show potential employers how 
their particular education will 
enhance their job performance, 
Doelling explained. To that end, 
considerable attention is given 
to outlining one's qualifications 
concisely, targeting specific 
markets, assessing options and 
planning strategies. 
With Doelling's book as a 
guide, job-seeking social 
workers will be able to show- 
case their chief assets. Valuable 
experience working with other 
Doelling: Competition 
for jobs on the rise 
cultures and special populations, 
for example, can be highlighted 
in a presentation to a potential 
employer. Job hunters also will 
want to take advantage 
of the wealth of 
information offered in 
the book's appendices. 




skills lists, sample 
materials and ques- 
tions to consider when 
researching markets. 
Another highlight is 
the chapter on career manage- 
ment and professional develop- 
ment for the practicing social 
worker. Tips on keeping up with 
trends in the field, increasing 
professional visibility and 
building a contact network are 
just a few of the topics that will 
interest the career veteran. 
"Textbooks and other manuals 
may tell you what you'll be doing 
on the job," Doelling said. "This 
book will help you find that job 
in the first place." 
(By Lucinda Cobb of the 
George Warren Brown School of 
Social Work) 
A recent release available at the Campus Bookstore in 
Mallinckrodt Center on the Hilltop Campus or at the 
Washington University Medical Bookstore in the Olin 
Residence Hall. For more information, call 935-5500 
(Hilltop Campus) or 362-3240 (Medical Campus). 
W Club's Sports Hall of Fame opens 
doors to eight new members Oct. 10 
Washington University, in 
conjunction with its 
athletic support organi- 
zation — the W Club, has 
announced its seventh induction 
class for the University's Sports 
Hall of Fame. 
This year's eight inductees will 
be honored Saturday, Oct. 10, at a 
noon luncheon in Holmes Lounge, 
Ridgley Hall. Later that evening, 
the class will be recognized at 
halftime during the 7 p.m. 
homecoming football battle 
between Washington U. and 
national power Trinity University. 
For information regarding 
tickets to the luncheon or game, 
contact the athletics department at 
935-5185. 
The 1998 inductees are: 
• Lisa Becker Millikin '93 
(volleyball): A two-time first-team 
All-America selection, Millikin 
capped her career with the 1992 
American Volleyball Coaches 
Association Division III National 
Player of the Year award. A 
co-captain on the Bears' 40-0 team 
of 1992 — the only undefeated 
Division III champion in NCAA 
history — she ranked third in 
school history in career hitting 
percentage (.429) and blocks (394) 
at the time of her induction. A 
member of three national champi- 
onship squads, including WU's 
first titleist in 1989, Millikin helped 
the Bears post a four-year record of 
152-14. 
• Terry Breeding '64 (wres- 
tling): One of the pioneers of 
wrestling at WU, Breeding 
registered a 32-6 career record 
from 1961-64. A three-year varsity 
letterwinner, he won conference 
championships in 1962,1963 and 
1964 and was undefeated (17-0) 
during the 1961-62 season with 
nine pins. Elected captain of the 
wrestling squad three times, he 
won the Amateur Athletic Union 
championship at 148 pounds in 
1962. Winner of three Great Lakes 
Invitational titles at 147 pounds, 
Breeding twice earned Most 
Outstanding Wrestler honors at the 
tournament. 
• Jennifer Collins Kohl '91 
(swimming): The first WU 
swimmer to earn All-America 
honors, Kohl finished her career 
with eight All-America citations. 
A 14-time all-University Athletic 
Association (UAA) honoree and 
the 1991 co-UAA Swimmer of the 
Year, she won five individual league 
championships, including three as 
a senior. A two-time team captain, 
Kohl held three individual school 
records (200 and 400 individual 
medley and 200 breaststroke) at 
the time of her induction. Also a 
member of one record relay team, 
she helped the Bears place 17th 
nationally in 1990. 
• Cornell Foggie '88, J.D. '94 
(baseball): The premier offensive 
player in Bear baseball history, 
Marvin Williams, a 1998 W Club 
Sports Hall of Fame inductee, 
was the 1988 NCAA Division III 
champion in the 200-meter dash. 
Foggie graduated as WU's career 
leader in batting average (.391), 
hits (205), runs (164), triples (12), 
walks (91), at-bats (524) and 
games played (159). A three-time 
team Most Valuable Player, he was 
twice named the squad's Most 
Outstanding Player. Foggie earned 
American Baseball Coaches 
Association second-team Midwest 
Region honors as a sophomore, 
capping a season in which he set 
school records for batting average 
(.440), hits (66) and doubles (14). 
* Jennifer Haddad Langen '93 
(soccer): A three-year standout for 
the Bears, Langen became the first 
WU women's soccer player to earn 
National Soccer Coaches Associa- 
tion of America All-America 
honors. Named to the first team, 
Langen finished her career with a 
27-9-5 record, 23 shutouts and a 
0.59 goals against average — all 
school records at the time of her 
induction. The 1992 UAA co-MVP 
and a three-time first-team all- 
UAA selection, she helped the 
Bears to a 14-2-2 record and top- 
15 national ranking as a senior. 
• Chuck Smith '50 (basketball 
coach from 1959 to 1965): A three- 
time basketball letterwinner for the 
Bears, Smith returned to the 
University to coach the basketball 
program from 1959 to 1965. 
Registering a six-year ledger of 84- 
59, he guided three teams to the 
NCAA College Division Tourna- 
ment. The Bears' 1964-65 squad 
advanced to the quarterfinals of 
the NCAA tournament. After 
posting a school-best 21-6 record 
during his final season, Smith 
moved on to coach at Central 
Missouri State University and the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis. 
He was inducted into Missouri's 
Basketball Hall of Fame in 1990. 
■ Norm Tomlinson '38 
(football, track and field, basket- 
ball): A three-sport star for the 
Bears in the 1930s, Tomlinson 
enjoyed great success as a member 
of WU's football and track and 
field teams. An all-Missouri Valley 
Conference (MVC) tackle as a 
senior, he was drafted by the 
Philadelphia Eagles. A two-time 
MVC shot put champion in 1936 
and 1937, Tomlinson helped the 
Bears win their lone MVC track 
and field title in 1937. A long-time 
holder of the school's shot put 
record —- 47 feet, 3 inches at the 
prestigious Drake Relays — he also 
captained the Bears' basketball 
team. 
• Marvin Williams '88 (foot- 
ball, track and field): A four-year 
standout for WU's track and field 
and football teams, Williams 
captured the Bears' second 
individual national championship 
in 1988 when he won the 200 
meters at the NCAA Division III 
meet. A three-time All-America 
track performer, he held seven 
school records (four outdoors and 
three indoors) at the time of his 
induction. The inaugural UAA 
champion in five events, Williams 
helped the Bears sweep the league's 
indoor and outdoor titles in 1988. 
He was a three-year starter at free 
safety for the gridiron squad and 
ranked eighth in career intercep- 
tions (11) at induction. 
Dudukovic named chemical engineering chair 
Milorad P. Dudukovic, Ph.D., 
the Laura and William Jens 
Professor of Environmental 
Engineering and professor of 
chemical engineering, has been 
appointed chair of the chemical 
engineering department. He 
succeeds John L. Kardos, Ph.D., 
the Lucy and Stanley Lopata 
Professor of chemical engineering, 
who had been chair since 1991. 
Dudukovic is a leading figure 
in multiphase reactors, extremely 
complex systems used by the 
petrochemical, chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries. He has 
developed a unique experimental 
facility that combines the use of 
computer-aided radioactive 
particle tracking (CARPT) and 
computer-assisted tomography 
(CAT) in monitoring flow and 
mixing in multiphase systems. He 
twice has been given NASA 
Certificates of Recognition for his 
modeling studies in silicon crystal 
processing. 
At the University, Dudukovic 
developed the Chemical Reaction 
Engineering Laboratory (CREL) 
as an effective interface for 
transfer of academic reaction 
engineering to industrial practice. 
He is involved in a substantial 
research effort, supported by the 
federal Department of Energy, 
which focuses on providing a 
rational basis for selection, scale- 
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John Kardos as chair 
oxidation of organics in water and 
process safety and waste minimi- 
zation through reactor redesign. 
In 1994, he was elected a Fellow of 
the American Institute of Chemi- 
cal Engineers. He also received the 
institute's R.H. Wilhelm Award 
that year for his pioneering 
research contributions in chemical 
reaction engineering. 
He has been elected Professor 
of the Year five times at the 
University. He also has won the 
Burlington Northern Foundation 
Teaching Award in 1986 and the 
Chemical Manufacturers Associa- 
tion National Catalyst Award in 
1988 for his teaching and research. 
Dudukovic graduated first in 
his class from the University of 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, with a 
bachelor's degree in chemical 
engineering in 1967. He was 
awarded a Fulbright fellowship in 
1968 and received both a master's 
degree and a doctorate in 
chemical engineering from the 
Illinois Institute of Technology in 
1970 and 1972, respectively. 
From 1972 to 1974, Dudukovic 
was assistant professor of 
chemical engineering at Ohio 
University. He came to Washing- 
ton University in 1974 as associate 
professor of chemical engineering 
and director of the Chemical 
Reaction Engineering Laboratory. 
He was appointed professor of 
chemical engineering in 1981 and 
was installed as the Laura and 
William Jens Professor in 1993. 
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Washington People 
Daniel L. Keating, J.D., far left, talks with law students at one of the weekly breakfast meetings he has 
instituted to allow students ongoing opportunities to meet with administrators. The students are (from 
left) Julia Mariani, Arash Samadani and Elizabeth Pejeau. Katherine Goldwasser, J.D., professor of law 
and associate dean for Student Affairs, right, joins in the discussion. 
Giving back: Keating embodies service to others 
Teacher, author, 
churchman, coach, 
family man — law 
dean wears many 
hats and helps 
countless people 
BY ANN NICHOLSON 
A sampling of Daniel Keating's 
prolific writing includes case- 
books and teachers' manuals. 
Law School Dean Daniel L. 
Keating, J.D., has efficiency 
down to a science. But 
even for the "whiz kid" who 
became a highly motivated and 
successful professional, the 
deanship at the School of Law has 
proved the ultimate challenge. 
"Up to this point, I have relied 
on efficiency and my ability to do a 
lot of things quickly, but still 
thoroughly," Keating said. "Being 
dean was definitely not in my 
plans. Even for me, it seemed more 
than I could do and still be the 
husband and father of a young 
family that I want to be." Keating 
succeeded Dorsey D. Ellis Jr., J.D., 
as dean on July 1, but at his own 
request a national search for a 
regular-term dean continues. "I 
look upon this time as an amazing 
learning experience, while I strive 
to live up to the tremendous 
challenges and responsibilities of 
being dean," he added. 
When it comes to professional 
achievement, community service 
and family commitment, Keating, 
36, a devoted husband and father 
of three, seemingly either has done 
or is doing it all. 
A tenured law faculty member 
after five years at the law school, 
Keating then served as an associate 
dean for five years while maintain- 
ing a full teaching load. He is the 
author of a treatise on bankruptcy 
and employment law, co-author of 
a casebook on commercial 
transactions and author of a 
casebook on sales (completed two 
years ahead of the publisher's 
deadline). He also has written 
numerous in-depth articles on 
legal issues related to bankruptcy 
or sales, as well as teachers' 
manuals and faculty resource 
guides. 
Cutting to the core 
Keating has a knack for cutting 
through to the core of a compli- 
cated issue, explaining its many 
Daniel Keating, who coaches 
his 10-year-old daughter 
Amy's soccer team, offers 
pointers to team members 
during a recent game. The 
team's record is 5-1-1. 
facets, analyzing the implications 
and suggesting future remedies. 
His approach often blends pure law 
with the reality of what is happen- 
ing in the field. 
"Dan's casebook on sales in its 
first year out is probably the best- 
selling sales casebook in the 
country," said Ronald Mann, J.D., 
assistant professor of law at the 
University of Michigan. "He has an 
extremely lucid writing style and 
includes excellent problems that 
draw on his years of experience in 
teaching the course." Mann is one 
of four co-authors of the casebook 
on commercial transactions. This 
volume includes a section that 
Keating then expanded into his 
casebook on sales. 
A gifted teacher, Keating was 
named Outstanding Professor of 
the Year in 1989-90 by the law 
Association, noted: "Dean Keating 
is an innovator, bringing fresh ideas 
to the table and reaching out for 
student input. The students respect 
his visionary perspectives regarding 
pro bono and community 
volunteerism. He truly views 
lawyering as a service, not just a 
profession; likewise, he believes 
those skills must be developed and 
nurtured in law school." 
. Keating's own community 
service ranges from coaching his 
10-year-old daughter Amy's soccer 
team to visiting an elderly woman 
each week at an inner-city nursing 
home. He regularly attends soccer 
games of his 7-year-old daughter, 
Emily, and 5-year-old son, 
Matthew. Additionally, he directs 
the Sunday School program at Our 
Lady of Lourdes' Catholic Church 
along with his wife, Jane; he serves 
▼ 
"One of my goals is getting students to see 
that part of their responsibility as a professional 
is giving back to the community in which 
they practice." 
students, and his classes consis- 
tently are ranked by students at 4.5 
or higher on a scale of 5. He not 
only enjoys elucidating complex 
legal issues but also takes a 
personal interest in each student. 
As dean, Keating said he will strive 
to maintain this natural rapport 
with students through his open- 
door policy, the weekly breakfast 
meetings he has instituted with 
students and his ongoing efforts to 
encourage community service. 
"One of my goals is getting 
students to see that part of their 
responsibility as a professional is 
giving back to the community in 
which they practice," he said. 
Third-year law student Tara 
Casey, president of the Student Bar 
on the Catholic Legal Assistance 
Ministry Board; and he's a member 
of a St. Louis archdiocesan panel 
examining pay scales for Catholic 
grade-school teachers. 
Combining a brilliant intellect 
with an easy-going personality, 
Keating is a master of accomplishing 
the most in a lifestyle where minutes 
matter. His home is a five-minute 
walk from the law school — a 
journey he takes at a brisk pace, 
supplementing his standard 5 a.m. 
workout. But when pressed, Keating 
has been known to shave that walk 
down to a three-minute run. 
For someone who had the 
choice between two all-expense 
paid scholarships to college, 
graduated at the top of his class 
from Monmouth College in 1983 
and in the top 5 percent of his 
class at the University of Chicago 
Law School in 1986, Keating has 
maintained some of that "whiz 
kid" persona. He first earned the 
nickname at age 15, when he was 
writing award-winning sports 
stories on the Cubs and White Sox 
for Chicago's Daily Southtown 
Economist newspaper. By 16, he 
was laying out many of the sports 
pages. "I really had a great deal 
going," says Keating, who origi- 
nally considered a career in 
journalism. 
Keating continued this 
accelerated pace in his chosen 
career, when after two years of 
private practice at the First 
National Bank of Chicago, he 
began teaching at Washington 
University at age 26 and became 
the youngest associate law dean in 
the nation at 31. While the age 
range of deans of other "top 30" 
law schools is 42 to 67, Keating 
brings experience in the trenches, 
including numerous leadership 
roles on law school committees. 
Keating has been heavily 
recruited for visiting professor- 
ships by other leading law schools, 
but he has remained firm in his 
commitment to Washington 
University. His innate leadership 
ability comes at a critical time in 
the law school, with the new, state- 
of-the-art Anheuser-Busch Hall in 
full operation and the $20 million 
Building for a New Century 
campaign complete. Capitalizing 
on this momentum, Keating is 
working with faculty and key 
alumni to set the next goals for the 
school, as it continues its ascent 
among the nation's top law 
schools. 
Tackling challenges 
In addition to the daily work of 
running the law school and 
handling with diplomacy what 
Keating refers to as "deanly 
problems," he said he finds the 
infinite nature of the job challeng- 
ing. "When I was associate dean, 
my duties were more bounded 
and I could get them accom- 
plished on my time. For a dean, in 
addition to all the travel, dinners 
and meetings with various 
constituents, the job is never 
really done," he said. 
Keating has tackled his new 
role head-on, making key faculty 
appointments to several adminis- 
trative positions, organizing an 
upcoming public interest discus- 
sion series with headliners such as 
Ralph Nader and Judge Leon 
Higginbotham and bolstering 
professional staffing for Career 
Services and graduate and joint- 
degree programs. 
"Dan has shown a remarkable 
ability to 'connect' with all 
segments of the law school 
community," said Susan Appleton, 
J.D., associate dean and one of 
Keating's appointees. "Everyone 
feels included. This approach and 
Dan's energy mean we can 
accomplish great things during 
this transitional time." 
Daniel L Keating, J.D. 
Education B.A., English and 
psychology, Monmouth (III.) College; 
recipient of the Distinguished Young 
Alumnus Award; J.D., University of 
Chicago Law School; associate 
editor of The University of Chicago 
Law Review. 
Family Wife, Jane; daughters, Amy, 
10, and Emily, 7; son, Matthew, 5. 
Interests Family, community and 
sports. Coaches daughter Amy's 
soccer team. 
